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Abstract
We consider the gauge invariance of the standard Yang-Mills model in the framework of
the causal approach of Epstein-Glaser and Scharf and we prove the following result: if the
anomalies are absent in lower orders of the perturbation theory (more precisely for n  6)
then they are absent in all orders of perturbation theory. The method used is based on a
careful consideration of the causal splitting of distributions and is quite elementary.
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1 Introduction
The causal approach to renormalization theory of by Epstein and Glaser [29], [30] had produced
important simplication of the renormalization theory at the purely conceptual level as well
as to the computational aspects. This approach works for quantum electrodynamics [50], [20],
[35] where it brings important simplications of the renormalizability proof. For Yang-Mills
theories [22], [23], [25], [26], [3], [5], [16], [17], [39]-[42], [44], [27], [32], [33], [34], [51] one
can determine severe constraints on the interaction Lagrangian (or in the language of the
renormalization theory - on the rst order chronological product) from the condition of gauge
invariance. Gravitation can be also analysed in this framework [31], [37], [38], [56], etc. Finally,
the analysis of scale invariance can be done [36], [48]. One should stress the fact that the
Epstein-Glaser analysis uses exclusively the Bogoliubov axioms of renormalization theory [11]
imposed on the scattering matrix: this is an operator acting in the Hilbert space of the model,
usually generated from the vacuum by the quantum elds corresponding to the particles of the
model. If one considers the S-matrix as a perturbative expansion in the coupling constant of the
theory, one can translate these axioms on the chronological products. Epstein-Glaser approach
is a inductive procedure to construct the chronological products in higher orders starting from
the rst-order of the perturbation theory. For gauge theories one can construct a non-trivial
interaction only if one considers a larger Hilbert space generated by the elds associated with
the particles of the model and the ghost elds. The condition of gauge invariance becomes in
this framework the condition of factorization of the S-matrix to the physical Hilbert space in the
adiabatic limit. To avoid infra-red problems one works with a formulation of this factorization
condition which corresponds to a formal adiabatic limit and it is perfectly rigorously dened
[22]. The obstructions to the implementation of the condition of gauge invariance are called
anomalies. The most famous is the Adler-Bell-Bardeen-Jackiw anomaly [1], [6], [9].
The classical analysis of the renormalizablity of Yang-Mills theories of Becchi, Rouet, Stora
and Tyutin [10] is based on a dierent combinatorial idea. Namely, one considers a perturbative
expansion in Planck constant ~ which is equivalent, in Feynman graphs terminology, to a loop
expansion. (The rigorous connection between these two perturbation schemes has been recently
under investigation [21].) One can formulate the condition of gauge invariance in terms of the
generating functional for the one-particle irreducible Feynman amplitudes; the S-matrix is then
recovered from the reduction formul [49]. Presumably, both formulations leads to the same
S-matrix, up to nite renormalization, although this point is not rmly established in the
literature. The most dicult part is to prove that if there are no anomalies in lower orders of
perturbation theory, then the anomalies are absent in higher orders. The main tool of the proof
is the consideration of the scale invariance properties of a quantum theory expressed in the form
of Callan-Symanzik equations [12], [13] and [14]. A mathematical analysis was developed in
[54] and [55], using the quantum action principle [46] (for a review see [49]). One should stress
the fact that in this approach one works with interaction elds which can be dened as formal
series in the coupling constant. The main observation used in these references is the existence
of anomalous dimensional behaviour of the (interacting) elds with respect to dilations. Based
on this analysis in [8] (see also [10] and [49]) it is showed that the ABBJ anomaly can appear
only in the order n = 3 of the perturbation theory. A analysis of the standard model based on
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this approach can be found in [45].
In [36] we have investigated scale anomaly from the point of view of Epstein-Glaser causal
approach based entirely on a perturbation scheme of Bogoliubov based on an expansion in the
coupling constant. We have found out the surprising result that scale invariance does not restrict
the presence of the anomalies in higher orders of perturbation theory. So, from the point of
view of Bogoliubov axioms, the elimination of anomalies in higher orders of perturbation theory
is still an open question.
The purpose of this paper is to close this gap in the literature dedicated to the causal ap-
proach to renormalization theory. Rather simple algebraic consideration lead to the conclusion
that if there are no anomalies in the lower orders of perturbation theory (more precisely for
n  6) then they do not appear in higher orders. Our strategy will be based exclusively on
the Epstein-Glaser construction of the chronological products for the free elds. The ro^le of
Feynman graph combinatorics is completely eliminated in our analysis. So, in the causal ap-
proach the gauge invariance problem becomes a purely algebraic problem of investigating the
lower orders of perturbation theory. This has been already done for n = 1; 2; 3 so it remains to
investigate the cases n = 4; 5; 6.
The structure of this paper is the following one. In the next Section we make a brief review
of essential points concerning Epstein-Glaser resolution scheme of Bogoliubov axioms and the
standard model in the framework of the causal approach. (For more details see [35] and [33]).
We emphasize that the main problem is to establish the factorization of the S-matrix to the
physical Hilbert space; in the formal adiabatic limit, this is the famous condition of gauge
invariance. Translated in terms of Feynman amplitudes this condition amounts, essentially,
to the so-called Ward-Takahashi identities, or - in the language of the Zu¨rich group - the C-g
identities. In the next Section we outline the inductive hypothesis and show that it reduces
to a problem of distribution splitting. We give the complete system of numerical equations
which must be causally split and we show that this process can be done quite elementary if the
anomalies are not present in lower orders of the perturbation theory.
2
2 Perturbation Theory in the Causal Approach
2.1 Bogoliubov Axioms
We present the main ideas of perturbation theory following [29] and [35] to which we refer for
more details. The S-matrix is formal series of operator valued distributions:







dx1   dxn Tj1,...,jn(x1;    ; xn)gj1(x1)    gjn(xn); (2.1.1)
where g = (gj(x))j=1,...P is a vector-valued tempered test function and Tj1,...,jn(x1;    ; xn) are
operator-valued distributions acting in the Fock space of some collection of free elds with a
common dense domain of denition D0. These operator-valued distributions are called chrono-
logical products and verify Bogoliubov axioms. One starts from a set of interaction Lagrangians
Tj(x); j = 1; : : : ; P and tries to construct the whole series Tj1,...,jn; n  2.
Bogoliubov axioms are quite natural and they describe the behaviour of the chronological
products with respect to: (a) the permutation of the couples (xi; ji) (symmetry); (b) the
action of the Poincare group in the Fock space of the system (Poincare invariance); (c) the
commutativity for space-like separated arguments (causality); (d) the Hermitian conjugation
(unitarity). We mention the essential ro^le of causality in all approaches to quantum eld theory
[52], [53].




with cj some real constants. In this case, the chronological products of the theory are
T (X) =
∑
cj1 : : : cjnTj1,...,jn(X) (2.1.3)
and they must be plugged into an expression of the type (2.1.1) for P = 1 to generate the
S-matrix of the model.
It can be showed that that one must consider the given interaction Lagrangians Tj(x) to be
all Wick monomials canonical dimension !j  4 (j = 1; : : : ; P ) acting in the Fock space of the
system.
If there are non-Hermitian free elds acting in the Fock space, we have in general:
Tj(x)
y = Tj∗(x) (2.1.4)
where j ! j is a bijective map of the numbers 1; 2; : : : ; P .
If there are Fermi or ghost elds acting in the Fock space, the causality property is in
general:
Tj1(x1)Tj2(x2) = (−1)σj1σj2Tj2(x2)Tj1(x1); 8x1  x2: (2.1.5)
Here i is the number of Fermi and ghost elds factors in the Wick monomial Tj ; if j is
even (odd) we call the index j even (resp. odd). One has to keep track of these signs in the
symmetry axiom for the chronological products.
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It is convenient to let the index j have the value 0 also and we put by denition
T0  1: (2.1.6)
Moreover, we dene a new sum operation of two indices j1; j2 = 1; : : : ; P ; this summation
is denoted by + but should not be confused with the ordinary sum. By denition we have:
Tj1+j2(x) = c : Tj1(x)Tj2(x) : (2.1.7)
for some positive constant c. We dene componentwise the summation for n-tuples J =
fj1; : : : ; jng. The new summation is non-commutative if Fermi or ghost elds are present.





and we call it the canonical dimension of TJ(X).
According to Epstein-Glaser [29] one must add a new axiom, namely the following Wick




 tK(X) WL(X) (2.1.9)
where: (a) tK(X) are numerical distributions (the renormalized Feynman amplitudes); (b) the
degree of singularity is restricted by the following relation:
!(tK)  !K − 4(n− 1); (2.1.10)
(c)  is the sign coming from permutation of Fermi elds; (d) we have introduced the notation
WJ(X) : Tj1(x1)   Tjn(xn) : (2.1.11)
Let us notice that from (2.1.9) we have:
tJ(X) = (Ω; TJ(X)Ω) (2.1.12)
where Ω is the vacuum state of the Fock space.
The recursive construction assumes that we have the expressions TJ(X) for jXj  n − 1
verifying all the properties and tries to construct them for X = n. One can construct the
commutator function:
Dj1,...,jn(x1; : : : ; xn−1; xn)  A0j1,...,jn(x1; : : : ; xn−1; xn)− R0j1,...,jn(x1; : : : ; xn−1; xn) (2.1.13)
where










using only the chronological products TJ(X) for jXj  n − 1. Let us note that the various
partitions of the set X appearing in these denitions correspond, in the language of Feynman
graphs, to the Cutkotski cutting rules.
One can prove that the commutator function has the following properties: (a) Poincare
covariance; (b) a convenient behaviour with respect to Hermitian conjugation (unitarity); (c)
causal support i.e. supp(Dj1,...,jn(x1; : : : ; xn−1; xn))  Γ+(xn) [ Γ−(xn) where we use standard
notations:
Γ(xn)  f(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 (R4)njxi − xn 2 V ; 8i = 1; : : : ; n− 1g; (2.1.16)




 dK(X) WL(X) (2.1.17)
where dK(X) are numerical distributions; in analogy to (2.1.12) we have:
dJ(X) = (Ω; DJ(X)Ω) : (2.1.18)
It follows that the numerical distributions dJ(X) have causal support i.e supp(dJ(X)) 
Γ+(xn) [ Γ−(xn) and are SL(2;C)-invariant. Moreover, their degree of singularity is restricted
by
!(dK)  !K − 4(n− 1): (2.1.19)
One knows that there exists a causal splitting
dJ = aJ − rJ ; supp(aJ)  Γ+(xn); supp(rJ)  Γ−(xn) (2.1.20)
which is also SL(2;C)-invariant and such that the order of the singularity is preserved. So,
there exists a SL(2;C)-covariant causal splitting:
DJ(X) = AJ(X)− RJ(X); jXj = n (2.1.21)
with supp(Aj1,...,jn(x1; : : : ; xn−1; xn))  Γ+(xn) and supp(Rj1,...,jn(x1; : : : ; xn−1; xn))  Γ−(xn).
Moreover, if the distributions dJ are covariant with respect to some other group of symmetry
(like discrete transformation, invariance with respect to some Lie group of global symmetries
or invariance with respect some permutation of indices) then, in general, it can be showed that
these symmetries can be preserved by the process of distribution splitting. Such assertions
must be proved on a case by case basis.
Let us dene
TJ (X)  AJ(X)− A0J(X) = RJ(X)− R0J(X): (2.1.22)




In this Subsection we analyse the scale covariance of the Standard Model (SM) and the conse-
quences of this property for the structure of possible anomalies. We considers the Hilbert space
Hgh endowed with a sesqui-linear form < ;  > and generated by applying on the vacuum Ω the
free elds Aaµ; ua; ~ua; a a = 1; : : : ; r: These elds are assumed to have the same mass ma
with one exception: if one of the elds Aaµ has zero mass we postulate that the corresponding
scalar elds a are physical elds and they will be called Higgs fields. Moreover, we do not
have to assume that they are massless i.e. if some Boson eld Aµa has zero mass ma = 0, we
can suppose that the corresponding Higgs eld a has a non-zero mass: m
H
a . It is convenient
to use the compact notation
ma 
{
ma for ma 6= 0
mHa for ma = 0
(2.2.1)
In particular, if all spin-one Bosons are considered to be massive, there are no Higgs elds.
There are doubts if such models can be constructed and the rigorous answer is probably neg-
ative. A way out is to consider more general models adding supplementary scalar elds [51].
However, if one wants to consider a minimal standard model (i.e. with the minimal number of
free parameters) the choice of elds made in [33] and [34] seems to be the most appropriate.
The elds considered in our model are determined by the following properties (see [32] and
[33] for more details):
 Equations of motion:
(+m2a)Aµa(x) = 0; (+m2a)ua(x) = 0;
(+m2a)~ua(x) = 0; (+ (ma)2)a(x) = 0 (2.2.2)
 Canonical (anti)commutation relations:
[Aaµ(x); Abν(y)] = −abgµνDma(x− y) 1;
fua(x); ~ub(y)g = abDma(x− y) 1; [a(x);b(y)] = abDm∗a(x− y) 1; (2.2.3)









a((A)  x+ a);
Ua,Aua(x)U
−1
a,A = ua((A)  x+ a); Ua,A~ua(x)U−1a,A = ~ua((A)  x+ a)
Ua,Aa(x)U
−1
a,A = a((A)  x+ a)
Ua,AΩ = Ω; (2.2.4)
here  : SL(2;C) ! L"+ is the covering map.










and one can see that we have:
[Q;Aµa ] = i@
µua; fQ; uag = 0; fQ; ~uag = −i(@µAµa +maa); [Q;a] = imaua(2.2.6)
We also have
Q2 = 0 =) Im(Q)  Ker(Q) (2.2.7)
and
Ua,AQ = QUa,A: (2.2.8)
 The Krein operator is determined by:
Aaµ(x)
y = Aaµ(x); ua(x)y = ua(x); ~ua(x)y = −~ua(x); a(x)y = a(x) (2.2.9)
where y is the conjugation with respect to the sesqui-linear form < ;  >.
 The ghost degree is dened in an obvious way and the expression of the BRST operator
is the graded commutator with the supercharge. In particular we have:
dQua = 0; dQ~ua = −i(@µAµa+maa); dQAµa = i@µua; dQa = imaua; 8a = 1; : : : ; r
(2.2.10)
and, as a consequence we have
d2Q = 0: (2.2.11)
One can also prove that PCT covariance is valid, but we will not need this property in what
follows.
The sesqui-linear form < ;  > factorizes to a well-dened scalar product on the completion
of the factor space Ker(Q)=Im(Q). Also the representation of the Poincare group factorizes
to Ker(Q)=Im(Q) and are producing unitary operators. It can be justied that this must be
the physical Hilbert space of the Yang-Mills system. From the physical point of view, it means
that the elementary excitations are r spin-one Bosons and some Higgs scalars.
If one adds matter elds we proceed as before. In particular, we suppose that the BRST
operator acts trivially on the matter elds. It seems that the matter eld must be described
by a set of Dirac elds of masses MA; A = 1; : : : ; N denoted by  A(x). These elds are
characterized by the following relations [34]; here A;B = 1; : : : ; N :
 Equation of motion:
(iγ  @ +MA) A(x) = 0: (2.2.12)
 Canonical (anti)commutation relations:
[ A(x); A
µ
a(y)] = 0; [ A(x); ua(y)] = 0; [ A(x); ~ua(y)] = 0; [ A(x);a(y)] = 0
f A(x);  B(y)g = 0; f A(x);  B(y)g = ABSMA(x− y) 1: (2.2.13)




−1) A((A)  x+ a): (2.2.14)
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The most important property of the Yang-Mills system is the condition of gauge invariance
[23]:





T µl (X) (2.2.15)
for some (auxiliary) chronological products T µl (X); l = 1; : : : ; jXj; this conditions expresses
the factorization of the chronological products to the physical Hilbert space in the formal
adiabatic limit. Let us suppose that for jXj = 1 the expressions T (x) and T µ(x) = T µ1 (x) have







with cj ; c
µ
j some real constants. One can prove [33], [34] that this condition for n = 1; 2; 3
determines quite drastically the interaction Lagrangian of canonical dimension !(T (x)) = 4:











+f 0abc [: a(x)@µb(x)A
µ
c (x) : −mb : a(x)Abµ(x)Aµc (x) : −mb : a(x)~ub(x)uc(x) :]
+f ”abc : a(x)b(x)c(x) : +j
µ
a (x)Aaµ(x) + ja(x)a(x) (2.2.17)
where:
F µνa (x)  @µAνa(x)− @νAµa(x) (2.2.18)
is the Yang-Mills eld tensor and the so-called currents are:
jµa (x) =:  A(x)(ta)ABγ
µ B(x) : + :  A(x)(t
0
a)ABγ
µγ5 B(x) : (2.2.19)
and
ja(x) =:  A(x)(sa)AB B(x) : + :  A(x)(s
0
a)ABγ5 B(x) : (2.2.20)
The conditions of SL(2;C)-covariance and causality of the interaction Lagrangian are easy
to prove. The unitarity condition is equivalent to the fact that the complex N  N matri-
ces ta; t
0
a; sa; a = 1; : : : r are Hermitian and s
0
a; a = 1; : : : ; r is anti-Hermitian. The
constants fabc are completely anti-symmetric and verify Jacobi identity so they generate a
semi-simple Lie algebra. There are other conditions on the rest of the constants as well, but
because we do not need these properties in the subsequent analysis, we refer to the literature
[33], [34] and references quoted there.
Moreover, it can be proved that the condition of gauge invariance (2.2.15) is valid for n = 1
and we can take T µ(x) to be of canonical dimension !(T µ(x)) = 4 with the explicit form:










+f 0abc [ma : A
µ
a(x)b(x)uc(x) : + : a(x)@
µb(x)uc(x) :] : + ua(x)j
µ
a (x): (2.2.21)
The following relations are veried:
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 SL(2;C)-covariance: for any A 2 SL(2;C) we have
Ua,AT (x)U
−1
a,A = T ((A)  x+ a); Ua,AT µ(x)U−1a,A = (A−1)µρT ρ((A)  x+ a): (2.2.22)
 Causality:
[T (x); T (y)] = 0; [T µ(x); T ρ(y)] = 0; [T µ(x); T (y)] = 0; 8x; y 2 R4 s:t: x  y:
(2.2.23)
 Unitarity:
T (x)y = T (x); T µ(x)y = T µ(x): (2.2.24)
 Ghost content:
gh(T (x)) = 0; gh(T µ(x)) = 0: (2.2.25)
We mention that in [32]-[34], the condition of gauge invariance is analysed up to order 3.
2.3 Ward Identities and Anomalies
We have to consider the standard model as dened by the Lagrangian (2.2.17) and show that
we have the relation (2.2.15) for all orders of perturbation theory.
Suppose that we have constructed the chronological products TJ(X); jXj  n−1 verifying
all the induction hypothesis. Then we will be able to use the formul of the type (2.1.9).




cj1    cjnTj1,...,jn(X); T µl (X) =
∑
cj1 : : : c
µ
jl
: : : cjnTj1,...,jn(X): (2.3.1)
In particular, the following conventions hold:
T (;)  1; T µl (;)  0; T µl (X)  0; for xl 62 X: (2.3.2)
We supplement the induction hypothesis adding
 ghost number content:
gh(T (X)) = 0; gh(T µl (X)) = 1; jXj  n− 1; (2.3.3)
 gauge invariance:





T µl (X); jXj  n− 1: (2.3.4)
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One can express the condition of gauge invariance (2.2.15) in terms of numerical distribu-
tions. According to the relation (2.1.9) we must have Wick expansions for the two expressions










The numerical distributions (the renormalized Feynman amplitudes) appearing in these
relations have orders of singularity restricted by:
!(tJ) + !J  4; !(tµl;J) + !J  4: (2.3.6)
The expressions WJ(X) are a basis in the space of Wick polynomials in variables X so we











with AJ,K and B
l
µ;J,K some numerical matrices which can be explicitly computed. Now one can
substitute these relations into the equation (2.2.15) and use a relation of the type (2.1.12). As














which are the Ward-Takahashi (or Slavnov-Taylor identities). In [23] these relations are called
the C-g identities. They have been extensively studied in [17].
From the chronological products TJ(X); jXj  n − 1 verifying Bogoliubov axioms and
the gauge invariance condition (2.2.15) we can construct the expressions DJ(X) for jXj =
n according to the formula (2.1.13) from Subsection 2.1 such that we have the well known
properties of causality, Poincare covariance and unitarity. We consider now a causal splitting
of the type (2.1.21) such that we preserve Poincare covariance and the order of singularity.
The chronological products can be obtained from the formula (2.1.22), but we still have some
freedom in the choice of the splitting which will shall use in the following. Let us dene the








It is important to note that one can express D(X) and Dµl (X) only in terms of T (X) and
T µl (X); jXj  n− 1: Indeed, let us denes the expressions:




(−1)jX2jT (X1) T (X2); (2.3.10)
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(−1)jX2j T (X2)T (X1) (2.3.11)
and






















Then one can prove that:
D(X) = A0(X)− R0(X); Dµl (X) = A0l(X)− R0l(X); jXj = n (2.3.14)
Moreover, the causal splitting (2.1.21) implies the causal splitting:
D(X) = A(X)− R(X); Dµl (X) = Aµl (X)−Rµl (X); jXj = n (2.3.15)
where A(X); R(X) and Aµl (X); R
µ
l (X) are given in terms of AJ(X) and RJ(X) according to
the relations of the same structure as (2.3.1).
Suppose now that we make for these distributions Wick expansions of the type (2.3.5) (see
























Now, assume that the advanced and the retarded parts A(X); Aµl (X) and R(X); R
µ
l (X)
have been expanded in Wick series of the type (2.3.5). If one can make the causal splitting














then we can see immediately that the corresponding chronological products verify gauge invari-
ance in order n too, i.e. we have (2.2.15) for jXj = n.
It is not clear if one can split causally such a relation. In general, if we substitute the causal













Now the left hand side has support in Γ+(xn) and the right hand side in Γ
−(xn) so the
common value, denoted by P (X) should have the support in Γ+(xn)\Γ−(xn) = fx1 =    = xng.






Aµl (X) = P (X) (2.3.20)












with the maximal degree restricted by
deg(pL) + !L  5: (2.3.23)
The expression P (X) is called anomaly. The possibility of performing a causal splitting of
the relations (2.3.17) is equivalent to the absence of anomalies i.e. the possibility of choosing
P = 0.













l;K(X) + pJ(X); 8J: (2.3.24)
In this case the model is not consistent (it does not factorize to the physical Hilbert space)
and must be discarded.
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3 The Absence of Anomalies in Higher Orders
3.1 Generic Dependence on Fields of the T-Products
According to the previous Section, the main obstacle in the construction of a consistent standard
model is to prove that the causal splitting of the relations (2.3.17) can be done. In this Section
we prove the following result: if the gauge invariance conditions (2.2.15) (or (2.3.8)) are veried
for n  6 then one can causally split (2.3.17) in all higher orders. In other words, the induction
hypothesis contains the fullment of (2.2.15) for jXj = 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1 where n  7; then
we can prove that the induction hypothesis is valid for jXj = n also and this establishes the
consistency of the model (what is usually called the gauge invariance or the renormalizability of
the model). To prove this assertion we have to supplement the induction hypothesis (presented
in the preceding Subsection) with two technical points. So we add to (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) the
following assumptions:
 The Wick monomials WK(X) appearing into the expressions T (X) and T µl (X); jXj 
n− 1 are build only from the elds:
Aµa ; F
µν
a ; ua; ~ua; @µ~ua;a; @µa;  A;  A: (3.1.1)







l;ijk;a;AB(X) B(xj)ua(xk) : (3.1.2)
We suppose that for jXj  n − 1 the matrix-valued distributions t(m)µl;ijk;a;AB(X) are \pro-












From (2.2.17) and (2.2.21) we see that these induction hypothesis are valid for jXj = 1 i.e.
for the expressions T (x) and T µ(x). It is not very hard to prove by induction that the same
assertion is true for T (X) and T µl (X); jXj = n also. Indeed, if the dependence on the set
of elds (3.1.1) is true up to the order n− 1 then the expressions D(X) and Dµl (X) will have
the same structure: in the formul (2.3.10) - (2.3.13) we apply Wick theorem to expressions
depending one list of elds (3.1.1) and the contraction process do not spoil the structure of
the Wick monomials. Then if we make the causal splitting on the numerical distributions, the
structure is preserved for A(X) and Aµl (X) so it is preserved for T (X) and T
µ
l (X) also.
A more careful consideration of the same cutting relations (2.3.10) - (2.3.13) leads to the
preservation of the second induction hypothesis in order n.
We need a generic form of the expressions D(X) and Dµl (X) as simple as possible. There
are some limitations following from the previous analysis.
From the rst supplementary induction hypothesis it follows that in the relations (2.3.17)
we must consider that the Wick monomials WK(X) appearing into the generic expressions
(2.1.17) are build only from the elds in the list (3.1.1). Note in particular that in (3.1.1) we do
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not have the derivatives of the ghost elds ua and the derivatives of the Yang-Mills potentials
Aµa enter only through the combination F
µν
a . This observation simplies somewhat the generic
expression of the Ward-Takahashi identities.
The second limitation comes from the restriction (2.3.23) on the anomaly. It follows that
in (2.3.24) we can have anomalies only for !J  5. Apparently this means that in the expres-
sions (2.1.17) it is sucient to consider only the Wick monomials with canonical dimension
 5. For the expressions D(X) this assertion is true i.e. we have to consider only the terms
corresponding to the restriction !J  5. However, the degree of a Wick monomial can decrease
if the equations of motion (2.2.2) and (2.2.12) can be applied. This can happen when we apply
the derivative operator to the expressions Dµl (X). This is the reason why we have to consider
terms corresponding to !J  6 in Dµl (X).
In the next Subsection we will write such a generic form for the expressions D(X) and
Dµl (X). Using all these limitations together with Lorentz covariance arguments, it can be proved
that only 86 (resp. 71) terms must be considered. We will label them D(m)(X); m = 1; : : : 86
and D
(m)µ
l (X); m = 1; : : : ; 71. We group these contributions according to the canonical
dimensions of the corresponding Wick monomial.
Afterwards we will give the corresponding relations (2.3.17): there are 83 equations which
can produce a priori anomalies! We list them because we if we make everywhere d...... ! t...... we
obtain exactly the Ward-Takahashi identities and we think that it is worthwhile to have them
in print in all complexity. There seems a rather dicult task to analyse such a complicated
system of equations, but we will see that the complexity is mainly psychological.
3.2 The expression of D(X)










i;a (X) Aaν(xi) (3.2.2)































i;a (X) Faνρ(xi) (3.2.8)




























































ij;ab (X) : ua(xi)@ν ~ub(xj) : (3.2.20)

























































































































ij;ab (X) : Faνρ(xi)Fbσλ(xj) : (3.2.44)
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ijk;abc (X) : ua(xi)@ν ~ub(xj)Fcρσ(xk) : (3.2.86)
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3.3 The expression of Dµl (X)







l;i;a (X) ua(xi) (3.3.1)














l;ij;ab(X) : ua(xi)Abν(xj) : (3.3.3)










































l;ij;ab (X) : ua(xi)Fbνρ(xj) : (3.3.9)





















































































l;ijk;abc(X) : ua(xi)ub(xj)@ν ~uc(xk) : (3.3.21)









































































































































































ijk;abc (X) : ua(xi)@νb(xj)Fcρσ(xk) : (3.3.45)























































































































































































l;ijkp;abcd(X) : ua(xi)ub(xj)@ν ~uc(xk)Fdρσ(xp) : (3.3.71)
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3.4 The Basic Equations (2.3.17) - (Ward-Takahashi)
We can write in detail the equations (2.3.17).
A. !(WK) = 1











B. !(WK) = 2





i;a (X) = d
(1)ν
i;i;a(X) (3.4.2)




































C. !(WK) = 3














ji;ba (ij(X)) = d
(3)ν;ρ
i;ij;ab(X) (3.4.6)

























j;ij;ab(X) + ( $ )
]
(3.4.7)











































k;ijk;abc(X) + (b; j $ c; k)
]
(3.4.9)












































k;ijk;abc (X) + (b; ; j $ c; ; k)
]
(3.4.11)






































D. !(WK) = 4























kji;cba (ijk!kij(X)) = d
(6)ν;ρσ
i;ijk;abc(X) (3.4.16)

































0) + ( $ )
]
(3.4.17)























































0) + ($ ) (3.4.19)




















4.6 The coecient of the monomial : ua(xi)~ub(xj)@νuc(xk) :
d
(15)ν
ijk;abc(X)−mcd(35)νijk;abc(X) = 2d(7)µk;kij;cab(X 0) (3.4.21)
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4.7 The coecient of the monomial : @νua(xi)@ρb(xj) :
d
(17)νρ
ij;ab (X) + 2mad
(42)νρ
ij;ab (X) = d
(8)ν;ρ
i;ij;ab(X) (3.4.22)





ij;ab (X) = d
(9)ν;ρσ
i;ij;ab (X) (3.4.23)
4.9 The coecient of the monomial : ua(xi)@ν@ρAbσ(xj) :
gρσd
(20)ν
ij;ab (X) + ( $ ) = 2d(9)ν;ρσj;ij;ab (X) + ( $ ) (3.4.24)


















































































































4.14 The coecient of the monomial :  A(xi) B(xj)ua(xk) :
mad
(26)

























































































































































j;ij;ab(X) = 0 (3.4.35)
E. !(WK) = 5































0) = d(13)ν;ρσλi;ijkp;abcd(X) (3.4.39)
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0) + ( $ )
]
(3.4.41)




































































0) + ( $ )
]
(3.4.43)






































































0) + ($ ) (3.4.45)






































































j;ijkp;abcd(X) + ( $ )
]
(3.4.48)










































0) = d(17)ν;ρi;ijk;abc(X) (3.4.51)
5.13 The coecient of the monomial : @νua(xi)Abρ(xj)@σc(xk) :
2d
(34)νρσ
ijk;abc (X) + 2mad
(80)νρσ
jik;bac (X
0) = d(18)ν;ρσi;ijk;abc(X) (3.4.52)
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j;ijk;abc(X) + ($ )
]
(3.4.53)































0) = d(19)ν;ρσi;ijk;abc(X) (3.4.55)






0) = d(20)ν;ρσλi;ijk;abc (X) (3.4.56)























j;ijk;abc (X) + ( $ )
]
(3.4.58)




































0) + ( $ )
]
− gνρgρλd(19)ρ;λσj;ikj;acb(X 0) (3.4.60)
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5.19 The coecient of the monomial : ua(xi)@ν@σAbλ(xj)Acρ(xk) :
gσλd
(41)νρ





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































k;ijk;abc(X) = 0 (3.4.81)










k;ijk;abc(X) = 0 (3.4.82)










k;ijk;abc(X) = 0 (3.4.83)
We end this Subsection with some comments about the origin of various equations.
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 In the cases 3.3, 4.4, 4.5, 5.6 - 5.8, 5.10, 5.14, and 5.17 we have separated the resulting
equation according to symmetry properties.
 In the cases 2.2, 3.4 - 3.7, 4.4, 4.5, 4.10 - 4.13, 4.15 - 4.18, 5.6 - 5.8, 5.10, 5.21, 5.37 we have







l (X) = d
(9)µ;νρ
j;ij;ab (X) : ua(xi)@µ@νA
ρ
b(xj) : +    (3.4.85)
If d
(9)µ;νρ
j;ij;ab (X) has a contribution  gµνd(9);ρj;ij;ab(X) then we apply the equations of motion
for the eld Aρb and get the last term from the case 2.3.
 By X 0 we mean a permutation of the variables X according to the permutations of the
indices i; j; : : :.
3.5 Elimination of the Anomalies in Higher Orders
There are various reasons for which some equations from the list 1.1 - 5.41 given in the preceding
Subsection do not produce anomalies. We list below these cases.
(i) Some of the preceding equations do not give anomalies because Lorentz invariance of
constant expressions of the type cµνρ... with odd number of indices gives cµνρ... = 0.
For !(WK) = 5 the anomalies are constants from power counting limitations - see (2.3.23) -
so we get rid of the following cases: 5.1, 5.3, 5.6a, 5.7a, 5.8a, 5.9, 5.13, 5.14s, 5.14a, 5.15, 5.18,
5.22, 5.24, 5.30, 5.32, 5.34, 5.35, 5.37 and 5.40. For !(WK) = 4 Lorentz covariance also forbids
the anomaly in the case 4.4a.
(ii) For !(WK) < 5 we can absorb all the pieces of the anomaly containing at least a





aµ;...l;... (X) and in this way we are again reduced to constant anomalies
of the type c(X):
So, again we can eliminate on grounds of Lorentz covariance the following cases: 2.3, 3.3a,
3.5, 3.8, 4.5a, 4.11, 4.16, 4.17 and 4.19.






















(iii) In the case 5.19 (resp. 5.39, 5.41) Lorentz covariance gives the same anomaly as in the
cases 3.6 (resp. 3.4, 3.7) if we use the equation of motion for the (free) elds Aλa (resp. a, ~ua).
(iv) Some cases are purely algebraic. For instance the case 4.20 tells us that the expression
d
(8)µ;ν
j;ij;ab(X) + ($ ) is proportional to the tensor gµν . As we have remarked in Subsection 2.1
we can make the causal splitting such that we preserve such symmetry properties.
In the cases 2.1, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3s, 4.1 - 4.3, 4.4s, 4.5s, 4.6 - 4.9, 4.19, 5.2, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6s, 5.7s, 5.8s,



























































cK;LdL(X); K 2 K (3.5.2)
and cannot produce anomalies. Indeed, we can consider a distribution splitting of the right




cK;LaL(X); K 2 K: (3.5.3)
(v) We are still left with a number of cases which can produce anomalies. For some of
them we know that this is a fact, at least in lower order of the perturbation theory. Indeed,
we have obtained in [33] and [34] a lot of constraints on the parameters of the model from the
condition of absence of anomalies. We must prove that for higher orders of the perturbation
series, namely for n  7 such anomalies are absent.










here xn is the reference point appearing in the denition of the commutator distributions
DJ(X).
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If we make the substitutions:
aµ;ν...l;I;a...(X) ! aµ;ν...l;I;a...(X)
−icν...I;a...@µl Dadv0 (xl − xn)(x1 − xn)    (xl−1 − xn)(xl+1 − xn)    (xn−1 − xn) (3.5.5)
rµ;ν...l;I;a...(X) ! rµ;ν...l;I;a...(X)
−icν...I;a...@µl Dret0 (xl − xn)(x1 − xn)    (xl−1 − xn)(xl+1 − xn)    (xn−1 − xn) (3.5.6)
we have:
dµ;ν...l;I;a...(X) ! dµ;ν...l;I;a...(X)+cν...I;a...@µl D0(xl−xn)(x1−xn)    (xl−1−xn)(xl+1−xn)    (xn−1−xn)
(3.5.7)
and the expression ∂
∂xµl
dµ;ν...l;I;a...(X) remains unchanged. So, if we take the reference point xn
and the index l such that n; l 62 I we note that: (a) we do not modify the basic equations
(2.3.17) from the preceding Subsection; (b) we eliminate the constant anomalies; (c) the causal
properties are not aected. This is possible only in the case n  jIj+ 2. Of course, if n 2 I we
must take another reference point xn in the formula (3.5.4).
As a result, we do not have anomalies in the cases:
 For n  3 we can make the redenition in the case 1.1; in this way 2.1 is not aected.
 For n  4 we can make the redenitions in the cases:
- 2.2: in this way 3.1 and 3.8 are not aected;
- 3.8: in this way 2.2, 4.7 and 4.20 are not aected.
 For n  5 we can make the redenitions in the cases:
- 3.4: in this way 4.1 and 4.17 are not aected;
- 3.6: in this way 4.3 and 4.5 are not aected;
- 3.7: in this way 4.6 and 4.19 are not aected;
- 4.18: in this way 3.5, 5.13, 5.14 and 5.40 are not aected;
- 5.17a: in this way 4.5 is not aected;
- 5.38: in this way 4.17 is not aected.
 For n  6 we can make the redenitions in the cases:
- 4.10: in this way 5.1 and 5.32 are not aected;
- 4.12: in this way 5.3, 5.8 and 5.34 are not aected;
- 4.15: in this way 5.9, 5.35 and 5.37 are not aected;
- 5.10a: in this way 4.13 is not aected;
- 5.33: in this way 4.11 is not aected;
- 5.36: in this way 4.16 is not aected.
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 For n  7 we can make the redenitions in the cases: 5.21, 5.23, 5.25, 5.28, 5.29, 5.31:
some basic equation (2.3.17) of higher degree are not aected.













































Let us note that the same trick can be applied if the anomalies contain derivative terms of
the type @νp@
ρ
q (X) (as in the case 3.6) or @
ν
p (X) (as in the case 4.13). Indeed, we apply the
formula (3.5.4) to the delta function and if n  4 (resp. n  5) for 3.6 (resp. 4.23) we get rid
of the anomaly.
In the same way one can treat the matrix identities. Indeed, we have for all l = 1; : : : ; n− 1
the matrix identity:
−i(X) = γ  @l
[
Sadv0 (xl − xn)(x1 − xn)    (xl−1 − xn)(xl+1 − xn)    (xn−1 − xn)
]
:
If we make the substitutions:
aµ;ν...l;I;a...(X) ! aµ;ν...l;I;a...(X)
+icν...I;a...γ
µSadv0 (xl − xn)(x1 − xn)    (xl−1 − xn)(xl+1 − xn)    (xn−1 − xn)
rµ;ν...l;I;a...(X) ! rµ;ν...l;I;a...(X)
+icν...I;a...γ
µSret0 (xl − xn)(x1 − xn)    (xl−1 − xn)(xl+1 − xn)    (xn−1 − xn)
we have:
dµ;ν...l;I;a...(X) ! dµ;ν...l;I;a...(X)+cν...I;a...γµS0(xl−xn)(x1−xn)    (xl−1−xn)(xl+1−xn)    (xn−1−xn)
(3.5.8)
and the expression ∂
∂xµl
dµ;ν...l;I;a...(X) remains unchanged. So, as before, if we take n; l 62 I for all
combinations of I appearing in the basic equations: (a) we do not modify the basic equations
(2.3.17); (b) we eliminate the constant anomalies; (c) the causal properties are not aected in
this way. This is possible only in the case n  jIj+ 2.
As a result, we do not have anomalies in the cases:
 For n  4 we can make the redenition in the case 4.14; in this way 5.5 is not aected;
 For n  5 we can make the redenition in the cases 5.28, 5.29; in this way some basic
equations of higher order are not aected.








As a result, there are no anomalies for n  7 and the proof is nished.
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4 Conclusions
We have solved in an elementary algebraic way the gauge invariance problem of the Yang-Mills
models. More precisely, we have showed that the absence of anomalous terms in lower orders
of perturbation theory makes the model consistent: the anomalies are absent in higher orders
also according to the Epstein-Glaser inductive scheme.
Let us make a comparison with the case of quantum electrodynamics. In this case the
induction hypothesis is more rened: because of the structure of the interaction Lagrangian
one can show that in all distributions Dµl (X) the ghost eld ua depends only on the variable xl;
in other words, some of the distributions d
(m)µ;...
l;I;a... are null. However, to implement the induction
procedure in this case one needs in an essential way another symmetry property of the model,
namely charge conjugation invariance: this symmetry makes null some terms according to Furry
theorem. Such type of results are not possible for the standard model because only the PCT
symmetry survives in this case and this is not enough to rule out all the anomalies. In QCD
some anomalies can be eliminated using a generalization of the charge conjugation invariance
[25], [26] but this is not possible anymore for models with spontaneously broken symmetry.
It is plausible that the methods used in the present paper can be extended to other models.
For instance we conjecture that in D dimensions one has to check the absence of anomalies
for the orders n  D + 3 of the perturbation theory. For more complicated models, like
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories the only complication would be the proliferation of new
terms and an excessively long list of basic equations (2.3.17).
It is quite possible that the algebraic tricks used in this paper can be reformulated in a
more abstract, cohomological way. If this is possible, then much of the eort of analysis he
basic equation (one by one) can be eliminated. It is also possible that the orders n = 4; 5; 6
of the perturbation theory which are still to be investigated can be eliminated by using some
symmetry properties of the distributions d...... as it is done for quantum electrodynamics in [50]
and for QCD in [25], [26].
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